Evacuation Instructions for Featheringill-Jacobs Hall

Note: Please refer to the attached evacuation maps for the location of each assembly area and evacuation routes.

Assembly Areas
Community Partnership House /Branscomb Quadrangle
Stevenson Center Courtyard
Lawn in front of or behind McTyeire Hall.

Exits
There are (17) exits from Featheringill Hall/Jacobs Hall that can be used in the event of an emergency.

FEATHERINGILL HALL AND WING 3

Tower Entrance (Main Lobby) – The main entrance in the lobby area of the 1st floor exits to the Medical Center side of the building. This exit is to be used for classrooms 134 and 136.

North East Exit (Suzie’s Cafe) – This entrance is to be used by those exiting classrooms 138 and 136 (hallway exit)

North West Exit – This exit is to be used for classrooms 129, 131 and 132 (hallway exit). Note: THIS IS NOT A HANDICAP ACCESSIBLE EXIT.

Southwest Exit – This exit is to be used for classrooms 110, 112, 131A, 132, and 134.

Front of Lecture Hall – Students may exit to the front of the Lecture Hall and then out of the building. Note: THIS IS NOT A HANDICAP ACCESSIBLE EXIT.

Loading Dock – This exit should be used only by 114 Machine Shop Area and 112 Energetics Lab unless no other exit is available.

Direct out of Classroom Exits

112 Energetics Lab – The Energetics Lab and Wind Tunnel rooms can exit directly to the outside from this room.

138 Classroom – Students may exit directly to the outside from room 138.

172 Structures Lab – Students may exit directly outside from the rear exit of the lab or from the front of the room to the NW Jacobs Hall exit.

106 Student Study Area – Students may exit the study area directly out on the south patio and then exit the patio (west end of the patio is open)

JACOBS HALL EXITS

Jacobs Hall Arcade Exit (North East JH) – Exits to the Stevenson Center Courtyard

Tower Entrance – Exits to the Medical Center side of the building.
Jacobs Hall Breezeway Exit (from Structures Lab or Stair 5) – Students may exit the Structures Lab through this door or through the Structures Lab Rear door.

Jacobs Hall Stair 5 (North West Side of Jacobs Hall) – Students will exit from rooms 270 and 280. All others will exit via the Grand Staircase in FGH to the Tower Entrance or the FGH North East Exit.

Jacobs Hall Stair 6 (North East Side of Jacobs Hall) – Students will exit from classrooms 296, 298, and Graduate Student Office 385.

Stair Locations (Sign Posted at Each Stairway Entrance) and Exit Points

4 Stairways Exit Outside – FGH Stairwell 2 and 4 and Jacobs Hall Stairwell 5 and 6. Please exit left from stairwell #5 to go directly outside. All other stairwells exit directly outside. Note: DO NOT USE ELEVATORS IN THE EVENT OF FIRE.

Stairwell #2 – (2nd floor wing 3) Classrooms 211, 244, 208, 209, and 210 Please exit this stairwell. Note: THIS IS NOT A HANDICAP ACCESSABLE EXIT.

Stairwell #4 – (3rd and 2nd floor exit on North West side of FGH) Classrooms 300, and 308, 244, and graduate student offices 323, and 333 please exit this staircase.

Grand Staircase (Atrium 3rd, 2nd and 1st floors) – Classrooms /Seminar Rooms 300, 306, 200, 204, 201, 203, 265 should use these stairs and exit the Tower Entrance or the North East Exit (Suzie’s) from the building.

Fire Doors

There are nine (9) sets of fire doors in the Featheringill-Jacobs Hall. When smoke is detected and/or the alarm is sounded they will all close automatically. Four (4) sets have windows, but the other five sets are opaque. This complicates matters in that, in a few cases, taking the shortest route from a classroom to a stairway/exit would require going through opaque doors without an opportunity to observe in advance the situation on the other side. When approaching an opaque fire door, be aware that someone may be on the other side of the door, open door slowly as not to injure someone on the other side.